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About CIRCADIAN® ZircLight™
About CIRCADIAN ZircLight? CIRCADIAN ZircLight is leading evidence-based circadian lighting
company in the world. Founded by a former Harvard Medical School professor who discovered the
biological clock in the human brain, CIRCADIAN ZircLight was created to solve a problem: what
lights should we be using to prevent circadian disruption and optimize human performance and
health?
Some key highlights from CIRCADIAN ZircLight’s journey to create the optimal light:
• Awarded an NIH grant to identify the how light impacts circadian rhythms, health and
performance in real-world conditions;
• Published peer-reviewed circadian lighting research in the Journal of Biological Rhythms
identifying the precise wavelengths of light that entrain and disrupt our circadian rhythms;
• Developed and patented the first spectrally engineered Night LED (NightSafe™ LED) that is UL
Verified to emit less than 2% blue light at night to prevent circadian disruption;
• Spectrally engineered the optimal Day LED (DaySync™) to optimize human well-being and
performance and entrain our circadian rhythms by peaking at 475nm;
• Conducted case studies at Fortune 500 clients in real-world operating conditions
• To date our lights have been installed in some of the largest companies in the world with
resounding success!
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The CIRCADIAN ZircLight Technology
What do CIRCADIAN ZircLight fixtures do? CIRCADIAN ZircLight LEDs and fixtures are optimized for
human health and performance by automatically providing light that synchronizes and entrains our
circadian rhythms. Unlike traditional LEDs or tunable white fixtures, ZircLight fixtures precisely control
the band of circadian blue light (438-493nm) that our biological clock is most sensitive to by time of
day, season and location. With CIRCADIAN ZircLight fixtures we ensure you are getting the optimal
light at the optimal time for your circadian health and performance.
What’s wrong with standard LEDs? The 1st Generation of LEDs were optimized for energy efficiency…
but not for humans. This has had unintended health & performance consequences: sleep disorders,
fatigue, obesity and other issues related to circadian disruption & improper blue-light exposure.
What is special about the LEDs used in CIRCADIAN ZircLight fixtures? CIRCADIAN ZircLight fixtures
feature patented, spectrally-engineered LEDs designed specifically for human health and
performance:
• Zirc NightSafe™ LED is the only LED in the world to be UL Verified LED to emit less than 2% blue
		 light at night to protect against circadian disruption. Plus, the NightSafe™ LED does not sacrifice
energy efficiency or color rendering (CRI >80, CCT = 3200K) – providing lighting designers with
		 the perfect circadian light for evening and nighttime applications.
• Zirc DaySync™ LED provides more than 20% blue light during the day to entrain circadian
rhythms and boost energy and performance. The beautiful white light (4200K) provide lighting
specifiers with an LED perfect for WELL compliant Circadian Lighting Design.
What does DynamicBlue Spectrum Control mean? Our fixtures are engineered to automatically
provide the right spectrum of circadian blue light for circadian health whenever they are turned on.
During the day, the light will be powered by our DaySync™ LED, which is rich in blue light to entrain
your circadian rhythms and boost energy. And at night, the light is powered by our NightSafe™ LED
that emits less than 2% blue light to prevent circadian disruption.
How do the control systems work? We program our lights at the factory to the installation location
using astronomical clock technology. By knowing the local sunrise and sunset every day of the year
at the installation location, the fixture will automatically ensure you are getting the optimal light at
the optimal at the optimal time.
Any programming needed by the installer or end-user? No, the lights are pre-programmed at the
factory. All the electrician needs to do is connect the fixture to a power source and you are good
to go.
Can the lights be connected to a dimmer? Yes, the fixtures can be used with a 0-10V dimmer.
How does the fixture keep track of time when they are not plugged in? Each fixture has a 10 year
battery powering the astronomical clock and the Autonomous Control Board to ensure the light is
always set to the correct time – whether sitting in the a warehouse ready for delivery or when the
lights are turned off. When the lights are turned, the fixture draws power from the local power source
to even further expand the 10-year battery life.
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About Circadian Rhythms and Light
What is circadian lighting? The term circadian lighting is often
misused and misunderstood. True circadian lighting is light that
has been scientifically proven to synchronize our circadian
rhythms during the day and prevent circadian disruption at
night (i.e., from sunset to sunrise).
What are circadian rhythms? Virtually every function in the
human body follows a predictable 24-hour cycle: from our
body temperature to hormones like melatonin, cortisol and
serotonin. Scientists call these daily predictable 24-hour
patterns circadian rhythms.

The World Health Organization
(WHO), the American Medical
Association (AMA) and medical
health professionals have
concluded that circadian
disruption negatively impacts
sleep and energy, increases
errors, increases depression,
obesity, heart disease and
diabetes risk.

What controls your circadian rhythms? Your circadian rhythms are controlled by your biological
clock – a small cluster of nerve cells located in the brain. Your biological clock acts as the conductor
of your body’s orchestra. It relies on exposure to light to help maintain the timing of your circadian
rhythms. When you are exposed to the right light at the right time, it plays beautiful music and keeps
your body cycles in harmony. When you are exposed to the wrong light, it throws off the timing of
your circadian rhythm leading to circadian disruption (i.e. the orchestra is a cacophony of loud,
off-tune instruments).
What is circadian disruption? Circadian disruption is a term used to describe when the timing
mechanisms of your biological clock and circadian rhythms are out of their natural rhythm. So, for
example, your body might be anticipating melatonin to be secreted at night, but with exposure to
blue light sources at night it will suppress this health protecting hormone. This ‘circadian disruption’
can trigger many bad things in the body and is a well-established health risk.
What happens if my circadian rhythms are disrupted? Circadian disruption is a well-documented
public-health hazard that causes performance and health issues. The World Health Organization
(WHO), the American Medical Association (AMA) and medical health professionals have
concluded that circadian disruption negatively impacts sleep and energy, increases errors,
increases depression, obesity, heart disease and diabetes risk. Frequent and prolonged circadian
disruption (such as what many shiftworkers face) has been associated with increased risk of breast
cancer, prostate cancer, and gastrointestinal cancer. The NIH’s National Toxicology Program has
even released a draft report classifying circadian disruption as a known human carcinogen (i.e.
something that causes cancer like asbestos or radiation exposure).
Is our circadian system equally sensitive to all wavelengths of light? Scientists have known
for decades that light is the key regulator of our biological clock. And for a long time, it was
assumed that all light was equal in this regard. However, in 2000, scientist discovered a new class
of photoreceptor cells in the eye that had a direct pathway to our biological clock and helped
regulate out circadian rhythms. These cells – called Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion
cells or ipRGCs for short, were then tested to see how they responded to different wavelengths of
monochromatic light. Amazingly, they discovered these cells were 25 times more responsive to blue
light than other wavelengths of light. With this discovery, we now know we have light sensitive cells in
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our eyes that are looking for blue light in the environment and then pass this message directly to our
biological clock to help set the timing systems of our body (aka circadian rhythms).

Relative Circadian Spectral Sensitivity

What is the exact spectrum of blue light that our circadian system we are sensitive to? The Circadian
ZircLight research team discovered that the key blue light signal that synchronizes our circadian
rhythms during the day and disrupts them at night is between 438-493nm with a peak at 477nm, we
are calling this light ‘Circadian Blue.’ (See image below for more details).
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• Finding: Blue Light between 438-493nm
is key regulator of circadian rhythms.
• Circadian Lighting must properly
regulate exposure to this light 24/7
• Provide blue light during the day
• Minimize blue light at night
• Results published in the peer-reviewed
Journal of Biological Rhythms

Martin Moore-Ede et al.
Journal of Biological Rhythms
Vol 35: pp 405-415, August 2020

CIRCADIAN ZircLight Research published in the Journal of Biological Rhythms
Identifying the precise band of blue light that entrains our circadian rhythms
during the day and disrupts them at night.

The research was published in the Journal of Biological Rhythms. “Previous research into the spectral
sensitivity of the circadian clock was done in dark-adapted conditions with short exposures to
monochromatic (single color) lights. However, at home and at work, we spend the vast majority of
our time in a light-adapted state, exposed to white polychromatic light,” said Dr. Moore-Ede.  “Our
study reflects how we interact with light in the real-world.”
Is blue light during the day good or bad? Blue light exposure during the day is great! It helps entrain
our circadian rhythms and has been shown to have many health and performance benefits
including:
• Increased alertness
• Increased energy and vigilance
• Increased performance
• Sleep improvements at night
• Mood and health improvements
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I’ve seen eyewear companies promoting blue-blocking glasses for daytime use, especially
when using computers…is blue light bad during the day? No, blue light during the day is great for
entraining your circadian rhythms, optimizing your health and boosting your energy, mood and
performance. The American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) does not recommend any kind of
special eyewear for computer use. And they confirm that blue light from digital devices does not
lead to eye disease or even eyestrain. “The symptoms of digital eyestrain are linked to how we use
our digital devices, not the blue light coming out of them,” the AAO says.
Is blue light after sunset and at night bad? Yes, blue light after sunset can disrupt our circadian
rhythms. In turn, circadian disruption has been shown to cause:
• Sleep disruptions
• Trigger carcinogenic processes (e.g., breast, prostate, colon cancer)
• Metabolic conditions (obesity, diabetes)
• Cardiovascular disease
• Depression and mood disorders
• Negative performance due to “industrial jet lag” symptoms
Is there a blue light threshold at night? How little blue light should a fixture provide in the evening
and at night to minimize the risk of circadian disruption? It should emit less than 2% blue light at
night. Lighting specifiers and end users should look for UL verification that the light source meets
this requirement.  By emitting less than 2% blue light (which is the equivalent of a circadian blue
irradiance of less than 2 µW/cm² ) published research has shown it  restores melatonin levels at night,
normalizes gene expressions, and stabilizes circadian rhythms.
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CIRCADIAN ZircLight vs Tunable White (i.e. Color Tuning)
Why is color tuning not a viable circadian lighting solution? Color tuning is mood lighting and
a placebo and not a real circadian solution. See chart below showing how much blue light a
standard LED has at different color temperatures. At night, the 2700K light is well over the 2% blue
threshold and will disrupt circadian rhythms. During the day, the only way a tunable light can
maximize blue is by providing a cold and harsh 6000K light…which often lead to occupants turning
down the light levels. The DaySync and NightSafe LEDs provide the proper levels of blue light while
still providing a comfortable color temperature. They provide lighting specifiers with the ultimate tool
to design a healthy lighting plan for their project.
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Chart: ZircLight Spectral Engineering vs Color Tuning: Amount of Blue Light and CCT

Is the Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) a good way to measure the circadian effect in lighting?
No,? CCT represent the visual appearance of light and not the circadian effect. To know the
circadian impact you must know the spectrum of the light and how much circadian blue light
(438-493nm) it emits during the day and the night.
If the NightSafe™ emits less than 2% blue light at night, how much blue light does a 2700K LED emit?
The average 2700K LED emits 7-10% blue light at night – well over the 2% threshold that prevents
circadian disruption. Therefore, using a color tuning solution at night (i.e. warm light) is an ineffective
solution that does not prevent circadian disruption after sunset and at night.
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Comparison of Blue Content at Night:
White Color Tuning vs CIRCADIAN NightSafe™
Circadian Light - NightSafe™ Mode
Color Tuning at 2700K CCT Minimum
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Why is the NightSafe™ LED the best light for night? The NightSafe™ LED provides lighting designers
with the ultimate lighting flexibility for nighttime use. By emitting less than 2% blue light at night, the
lighting can be either dimmed to promote sleepiness or brightened to promote alertness (worksite,
hospital, etc.) all while preventing circadian disruption. Unlike other solutions that rely on dimming
and color-tuning, the NightSafe™ LED provides beautiful light without compromising color rendering,
energy efficiency and appearance.
Do NightSafe™ LEDs make people tired or alert at night? They can do both! It all depends on
how you set the lighting levels. If you want to promote sleep, dim the lights down. If you want to
promote alertness, increase the lighting levels. Whatever your desired outcome (sleep or alertness)
take comfort in know that the NightSafe™ LED will emit less than 2% blue light to prevent circadian
disruption.
If melatonin production is restored at night with the NightSafe™ LED won’t that make shiftworkers
drowsy during their night shift? No. This is a common and fundamental misunderstanding of sleep
science. Melatonin is the “darkness hormone,” not the sleep hormone. Normal natural levels of
melatonin do not cause sleepiness or reduced performance. Only with high pharmacological (i.e.,
not natural) doses does melatonin cause drowsiness.
Does CIRCADIAN Zirclight meet the WELL Standard for Circadian Lighting? Yes, the DaySync LED
provides lighting designers and specifiers with the perfect tool for their circadian design. Our
spectrally engineered day LED is spectrally engineered to peak at 475nm to entrain circadian
rhythms and boost alertness (see image on next page).
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CIRCADIAN ZIRC DaySync™ LED:

Optimized for Human Health & Meets WELL Standard
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Spectral Power Distribution of the DaySync™ LED:
Designed to entrain circadian rhythms and meet the WELL standard

Less than 2%
blue light content
at night

DaySync™
delivers over 20%
blue content
during the day
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Less than 2%
blue light content
at night

DaySync™
delivers over 20%
blue content
during the day

DynamicBlu™ Spectrum Control with
Zirc™ NightSafe™ and DaySync™ LEDs
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